


HOW TO
PHOTOGRAPH
YOUR MODEL
(in a photo studio
environment)

1.
camera settings

2.
studio set-up

1. locate and position
    black seamless paper
    behind and underneath
    the model
    make sure paper
    is clean. if not, cut,
    remove, and dispose of   
    the dirty section

2. do not
    photograph
    the model
    straight on

3. position camera
    on a tripod

4. see diagram right for
    specific light placement
    instructions

5. turn off overhead
    fluorescent lighting

hot light with silk
is interchangeable
with soft box

place silk between 
hot light and model
keep silk at least 6”
from hot light

position lights
at angles
approximately
45o from camera

1. put camera on
    manual setting

2. turn off
    flash

3. set white balance to
    tungsten setting

a. soft box
b. hot light
c. silk
d. c-stand

A. B. C. D.

[ the shooting studio is located in the second basement 
of margaret morrison
contact emily rafalak, emilyg@andrew.cmu.edu, 
to reserve the space or for information 

keep camera centered
in front of model



3.
lighting adjustments

consider how you want to use light to portray your model,
    time of day/various shadow or sun effects
    overall depth and detail
    interior views, etc.
the goal is to attain best possible photographic results
so as to minimize photoshop refining

to soften lighting:
1. pull hot light and soft box
    further from the model
2. move silk farther from hot light

some highlights are too bright,
some tonal detail still missing

instructions as per photographing
model to show maximum depth and detail

clamp a piece of black foam core in 
the c-stand and position it as needed
to block extra light on model

lighting is too harsh, model is missing
detail and tonality variation

rotate the model and use these light
settings to photograph different views

other informative notes:

as is the function of a soft box,
    a silk will even out highlights,
    soften shadows, add tonality to 
    highlights and shadows
to achieve harsh shadow effects,
    use the hot light without a silk
    position lights closer to model

bring a laptop for 
digital image viewing 
in the studio. this 
will aid in determin-
ing that the pictures 
are in focus and also 
accurately portray 
shadow/highlight 
details.
some cameras also 
have software to allow 
a direct camera to laptop 
connection in order to 
view each image as it is 
taken

most importantly,
take lots of pictures!
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